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Abstract

Magnetic susceptibility, wðTÞ; is investigated in ceramic La1�xBaxMnO3 (LBMO) with x ¼ 0:0220:25 in the range of

fields B ¼ 10280G and temperatures T ¼ 52310K: All samples exhibit a paramagnetic (PM) to ferromagnetic (FM)

transition with TC increasing with x from 177 K (x ¼ 0:02) to 295 K (x ¼ 0:25) and magnetic irreversibility decreasing

below TC with increasing x: In the PM phase an interval of the Curie–Weiss behavior of wðTÞ with an effective Bohr

magneton number, peff � 30240; is observed above T1 � 2602290K: Below T1 and down to T cr � 1902220K the

susceptibility follows the scaling law w�1ðTÞ � w�1ðTCÞ � ðT=TC � 1Þg with g ¼ g1 � 1:4 corresponding to a three-

dimensional (3D) Heisenberg spin system. Below Tcr, wðTÞ obeys the same scaling law as for T4T cr; but with another

value of g ¼ g2 � 1:721:8; characteristic of a 3D percolation system. The temperature dependence of the susceptibility

observed in the PM phase is explained by small FM particles embedded in the host LBMO matrix above T1. The size of

these particles increases between T1 and Tcr up to nanometer scale, forming critical percolation clusters below Tcr. The

magnetic irreversibility is connected to a mixed, FM and cluster-glass, phase.
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1. Introduction

La1�xBaxMnO3 (LBMO) belongs to hole-doped
mixed-valence manganite perovskites, exhibiting a
d.
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colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) effect accom-
panied with a metal–insulator transition (MIT) [1].
These compounds also have a rich magnetic phase
diagram, including high-temperature paramag-
netic (PM), ferromagnetic (FM), antiferromag-
netic (AF) [2] and glassy behavior [3,4]. Hole-
doping of the manganites by substitution of a
divalent alkaline element for La3+ or formation of
cation vacancies introduces, besides Mn3+, a
fraction c of Mn4+ leading to FM Mn3+–Mn4+

double exchange interaction competing with AFM
Mn3+–Mn3+ superexchange interaction. This
model was used to interpret the origin of the
spin-ordered phases in the early period of inves-
tigations [5]. On the other hand, further extensive
work has demonstrated that the picture of
competing SE–DE interactions alone cannot
explain the full set of electronic and magnetic
properties of the manganite perovskites. Namely,
the elements of the magnetic phase diagram
corresponding to the charge and/or orbital order-
ing and those with coexistence of the different
magnetic phases, the CMR effect, the MIT and
even the shape of the resistivity vs. temperature
plots depending on the doping level are found to
be incompatible with a simple picture of the
electronically homogeneous material, suggesting
an important role of the phase separation in the
manganites [6].

Evidence of the coexistence of different electronic
(metallic and insulating) and magnetic (FM and
AFM or PM) as well as charge and/or orbitally
ordered phases in manganites is obtained by a vast
number of investigations, both experimental and
theoretical. Namely, the relevance of the phase
separation was confirmed by various macroscopic
(resistivity and magnetoresistance, magnetization,
Hall effect), and microscopic (electron microscopy,
scanning tunneling spectroscopy, neutron diffrac-
tion, elastic and small-angle scattering, muon spin
relaxation, and Mössbauer spectroscopy) investiga-
tions in conventional hole-doped manganites as
La1�xCaxMnO3 [7–10] and La1�xSrxMnO3 [11,12]
within a broad range of composition. Phase sepa-
ration has been observed in La5/8�yPryCa3/8MnO3

(y ¼ 020:42) [13], (La1�xTbx)2/3Ca1/3MnO3 (x ¼

021) [14], (La0.25Nd0.75)0.7Ca0.3MnO3 [15], (La0.5

Nd0.5)2/3Ca1/3MnO3 [16], Pr1�xSrxMnO3 and
Nd1�xSrxMnO3 [17], as well as in the electron-
doped and layered perovskites and pyrochlores
(for references see [6]). This implies that phase
separation is an intrinsic property of the manga-
nites, which is not connected to the chemical
composition and inhomogeneity or preparation
details. This statement was reproduced in extensive
theoretical investigations [6] associating the
phase separation with instability like a disconti-
nuity of the density of mobile eg electrons vs. the
chemical potential [18] accompanied by charge
constraints (breaking of the macroscopic regions
of different phases into a mixture of nanosize
regions due to the long-range Coulomb interac-
tions) [19]. Parametric phase diagrams contain-
ing coexisting phases were obtained using a
broad series of approximations in the model
Hamiltonian, e.g. one- or two-orbital models
with or without the Jahn–Teller effect or Coulomb
correlations, under a wide variation of the
values of the Hund coupling constant and the
transfer integral and for various dimensionalities
of the system (for details see [6] and references
therein).

Among other CMR compounds, up to now the
manganites doped with Ca or Sr have been
investigated most extensively [2,6]. However, in
comparison with e.g. La1�xCaxMnO3 a change in
the hole-doping method can lead in its close
analog, cation-deficient LaMnO3+d, to a series of
new effects due to stronger structural changes
caused by the doping [20].

Low-field (B � 12100G) investigations of the
macroscopic magnetization with minimal pertur-
bation of the spin system have yielded important
microscopic information about La1�xCaxMnO3

and LaMnO3+d [4,20]. In this paper, we extend
our investigations to the microscopic state of
LBMO, which shows high sensitivity to the doping
level [21,22].
2. Experimental results and analysis

2.1. Experimental details

LBMO samples with x ¼ 0:0220:35 (marked
below as S02, S04 etc, with the numerical
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part equal to 100x) were synthesized with the
conventional solid-state reaction method from
La2O3, Mn3O4 and BaCO3. The raw materials
were pre-calcined to remove possible adsorbates,
weighed in stoichiometric proportions and mixed
with addition of ethanol. The mixtures were
pressed into pellets and fired at 900–1300 1C in
air, crushed into powder, pressed and fired several
times with gradually increasing the temperature
until a single-phase material was obtained. The
phase purity and the lattice structure were
determined with room-temperature X-ray powder
diffraction investigations (l ¼ 1:54178 Å), estab-
lishing the rhombohedral R-3c (x ¼ 0:0220:2) and
the orthorhombic Imma ðx ¼ 0:2520:35) space
groups of the samples. The values of the lattice
parameters a, b and c agree closely with those
published in [23].

Temperature dependence of the DC magnetiza-
tion, MðTÞ; was determined with an RF-SQUID
magnetometer after cooling the samples from the
room temperature down to 5 K in zero field (ZFC)
or in a field (FC) of B ¼ 10G (S02–S10) and
80 G (S15–S25). The temperature dependence of
the thermoremanent magnetization (TRM) was
measured after cooling the samples from the
room temperature down to 5K in the field of
10 G (S02–S10) or 80 G (S15�S25) and then
reducing the field to zero. The dependences of
wZFCðTÞ and wFCðTÞ (where w ¼ M=B) are shown
in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Temperature dependences of wZFC (J) and wFC (n) in

the LBMO samples.
2.2. Dependence of the PM– FM transition

temperature on Ba concentration

Both wZFC(T) and wFCðTÞ exhibit in all the
samples a PM�FM transition at a Curie tempera-
ture TC, determined from the inflection point of
the corresponding interpolation curves. As can be
seen in Fig. 2, the value of TC increases with x.
However, in the manganite perovskites the
PM�FM transition takes place at values of c

above �0.15–0.20 [2] definitely larger than x for
S02–S10. This difference points out that both ways
of the hole doping, substitution of Ba2+ for La3+

and creation of cation vacancies, should be taken
into account. In such case x and c are connected
through the equation

cðxÞ ¼
x2 þ dx þ 3d2

x þ d
; (1)

where d is the concentration of the cation
vacancies introduced in the lattice during
preparation of the sample [3]. To analyze the
dependence of TCðxÞ we apply the model of
Varma [24],

kTC � 0:05Wcð1 � cÞ; (2)

which treats the PM�FM transition of the
manganites by considering the magnetic disorder
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Fig. 2. Dependence of TC on x for LBMO determined from the

inflection points of the interpolated curves of wZFCðTÞ and

wFCðTÞ (, and n, respectively). The solid line is evaluated with

Eq. (2) as described in the text. Inset: Dependence of c on x

calculated with Eq. (1) (the solid line). The dashed line

represents the concentration of Ba2+.
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and localization of the electrons inside a band
of width W. This model has been used to interpret
the transition temperature in various CMR
compounds, like La1�xSrxMnO3 [24], La1�x

CaxMnO3 [3], LaMnO3+d [20] and LaMn1�x

NixO3 [25].
The solid line in Fig. 2 represents the best fit of

the experimental values of TCðxÞ with Eq. (2). A
reasonable agreement is obtained for W ¼ 2:45 �

0:07 eV and d ¼ 0:059 � 0:004; taking into account
that d is sensitive to details of the preparation
method and can vary randomly from sample to
sample. The value of W lies between those in
La1�xSrxMnO3 (2.5 eV) [24] and La1�xCaxMnO3

(E1.9 eV) [3], while d is close to 0.062–0.071 found
in La1�xCaxMnO3 [3]. As can be seen from the
inset in Fig. 2, the function cðxÞ evaluated with Eq.
(1) (the solid line) deviates for small x considerably
from x (the dashed line) and tends to the
concentration of Ba2+ when x is increased,
exhibiting the same behavior as in LCMO [3].
Between x ¼ 0:02 and 0.1 the dependence of c �

0:1520:17 on x is weak.
2.3. Irreversibility phenomena in LBMO

As can be seen in Fig. 1, a magnetic irreversi-
bility or the deviation of wZFCðTÞ from wFCðTÞ;
which is weak near TC and increases as T is
decreased below TC, is observed between x ¼ 0:02
and 0.15 (the dependences of wZFC and wFC on T

for S15 are similar to those of S10). In S20 the
weak irreversibility around TC vanishes, while with
a further increase of x, the deviation of wZFCðTÞ

from wFCðTÞ is strongly suppressed in the whole
temperature interval below TC (bottom panel of
Fig. 1). Another feature of the susceptibility curves
in Fig. 1 is the weak temperature dependence of
wZFCðTÞ for S02–S10 between TC and �80 K
followed by the inflection of wZFCðTÞ at T r �

70K and its rapid decrease around Tr before
slowing down below �60 K. With increasing x this
feature is also suppressed.

The irreversible magnetic behavior is an indica-
tion of a frustrated magnetic state in LBMO. In
frustrated systems the difference between wZFCðTÞ

and wFCðTÞ is governed by spin dynamics and is
usually observed below the onset of freezing-in
of the ionic magnetic moments in a spin-glass

(SG) phase, or freezing-in of the moments of the
FM clusters in a cluster-glass (CG) phase [26]. In
SG the frustration is connected to competing
interactions between the magnetic moments, while
in CG the shape and size distributions of the
clusters may also be important [26,27]. These
glassy states can be distinguished by comparison
of TRM (T) and the difference of the MFCðTÞ

and MZFCðTÞ functions [3,27,28]. Namely, in the
SG system the equation MFCðTÞ � TRMðTÞ ¼

MZFCðTÞ � 0; where 0 represents the zero
level of the magnetization, is connected to the
symmetry of the energy distribution of potential
barriers in the presence or absence of a magnetic
field. When the system is heated, it can make a
transition to a metastable state separated by an
energy barrier not exceeding the thermal activa-
tion energy and can be expressed by the
MZFCðTÞ � 0 value. When the field is switched
on, the SG adopts a certain metastable state
MFCðT ;BÞ depending on the temperature and the
field and attains after switching off the field a
certain value of TRM (T). Hence, in the SG phase
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an expression

TRMðTÞ ¼ MFCðTÞ � MZFCðTÞ (3)

may be expected, whereas in the CG phase
deviations from this behavior may arise due to
the anisotropy associated with the shape and
orientation of the clusters [27,28].

From Fig. 3 it is obvious that Eq. (3) is generally
not satisfied in LBMO with x between 0.02 and
Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of TRM/B (solid lines) and

ðMFC � MZFCÞ=B (symbols) for the LBMO samples S02–S10

(upper and middle panels) and for LCMO (lower panel) with

x ¼ 0 and c � 0:19 (plots 1), x ¼ 0:05 and c � 0:15 (plots 2) and

x ¼ 0:15 and c � 0:20 (plots 3) [4]. The arrows mark the

average values of TC, determined from wZFCðTÞ and wFCðTÞ; in

Fig. 2.
0.1. This condition is fulfilled only roughly well
below TC in S02 and within a limited interval
between T � 902150K in S04, whereas in S08 and
S10 considerable differences between TRM (T)
and MFCðTÞ � MZFCðTÞ are observed. Another
important feature is a peak of MFCðTÞ � MZFCðTÞ

at TC (marked by vertical arrows at average values
of TC, shown for wZFCðTÞ and wFCðTÞ in Fig. 2)
indicating a qualitative disagreement with Eq. (3).
For LCMO [3] (the bottom panel in Fig. 3) a good
coincidence of TRM (T) and MFCðTÞ2MZFCðTÞ is
observed for x ¼ 0 (plots 1) and 0.05 (plots 2),
where the respective values of c � 0:19 and 0.15
are comparable with c � 0:1520:17 for the sam-
ples S02–S10. Distinct deviations from Eq. (3) are
observed in LCMO for x ¼ 0:15 and c � 0:20
(plots 3). With further increase of x and c the
magnetic behavior of LCMO displays larger
deviations from Eq. (3), demonstrating a gradual
transition from the SG to the CG phase [3].
However, no peaks of MFC(T)–MZFC(T) curves
near TC were observed in this compound up to
x � c � 0:4 [3].

2.4. Temperature dependence of the susceptibility

above TC

We restrict the analysis of the PM phase in
LBMO with x between 0.02 and 0.10, having TC

well below the room temperature. This allows us
to investigate a sufficiently wide temperature
interval to discuss the magnetic behavior of the
samples above TC in detail.

In the temperature interval of T4T1 well above
TC, where the short-range FM fluctuations are
negligible, the susceptibility is expected to follow
the Curie–Weiss law, wðTÞ ¼ C=ðT � yÞ; where
C ¼ p2

effm
2
BN=ð3kÞ; peff is the effective Bohr mag-

neton number per magnetic ion, N is the concen-
tration of the magnetic ions and y is the Weiss
temperature. As can be seen from Fig. 4 the plots
of w�1ðTÞ vs. T can be fitted to the Curie–Weiss
law, above T1 � 260K for S02 and S04, T1 �

280K for S08 and T1 � 290K for S10, yielding
p2

eff � 35; 34, 40 and 33 for S02, S04, S08 and S10,
respectively, if N is taken equal to the Mn
concentration 1.3	 1022 cm�3. These values of
p2

eff exceed that of p2
eff � 22; expected for a mixture
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of Mn3+ and Mn4+ given by the ratio c �

0:1520:17 above, where the Mn ion spin is taken
as a weighted mean value between those of Mn3+

(S ¼ 2) and Mn4+ (S ¼ 3
2
).
Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the inverse susceptibility

measured in the ZFC and FC regimes. The solid lines represent

linear fits.

Table 1

Values of the temperatures TC
(i) obtained from inflection points of th

fitting the susceptibility to the scaling law, the critical exponents g1 an

samples in the ZFC and FC cooling regimes

Sample no. Regime TC
(i) (K) TC

(s) (K)

S02 ZFC 174 166.5

S04 FC 180 180

S08 ZFC 200 198.5

S10 ZFC 208 208
As can be seen from Fig. 4, the Curie–Weiss law
is violated with lowering of the temperature. This
is attributable to the onset of critical behavior
when T approaches TC from above according to
the scaling law, wðTÞ � ðT=TC � 1Þg; where g is the
critical exponent depending on the nature and the
dimensionality of the spin system [29]. For
analysing the experimental data, it is convenient
to write

w�1 � w�1
C � tg; (4)

where wC ¼ wðTCÞ and t ¼ T=TC � 1: The depen-
dences of ln(w�1

�wC
�1) on ln t are plotted by

interpolation of wðTÞ and the variation of TC

around the values obtained above (Fig. 2) with a
step of 0.5 K, to achieve the minimum standard
deviation of the linear fits to the experimental data
with Eq. (4). As can be seen from Table 1, the
values of TC specified in this way (TC

(s)), coincide
with those obtained from the inflection points of
the interpolation curves (TC

(i)) for S04 and S10,
while the deviations for S02 and S08 are �4% and
�1%, respectively, which suggests somewhat high-
er macroscopic inhomogeneity of these samples.

The plots of ln(w�1
�wC

�1) vs. ln t for S02–S10 are
shown in Fig. 5. For all samples, independent of
the cooling conditions (ZFC or FC) these plots
contain (below a crossover temperature Tcr) a
linear part with the same slope g1: The values of g1

and Tcr are collected in Table 1. In addition to the
low-temperature slope, in Fig. 5, a broad linear
interval can be seen between Tcr and T1 (marked
with arrow) with the same slope for all samples
and the critical exponent g2 (see Table 1). In Fig. 5
one can also see a broad intermediate interval
between the two linear parts of the plots for S02
and a similar, but less pronounced, between the
e interpolated curves of the susceptibility and TC
(s) specified by

d g2 and the crossover temperature Tcr for the La1�xBaxMnO3

g1 g2 Tcr (K)

1.7670.03 1.4470.04 192

1.7570.02 1.3870.02 195

1.7570.05 1.3870.02 215

1.7770.04 1.3770.02 220
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Fig. 5. The plots of ln(w�1
�wC

�1) vs. ln t for the samples

S02–S10 in different cooling regimes, corresponding to the 3D

percolation system with g1 � gp and the 3D Heisenberg system

with g � gH: The arrows mark the temperature T1. The solid

lines represent linear fits.
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linear parts with different slopes for S08. Such
intermediate regions are not found in S04 and S10.
Taking into account the differences between the
values of TC in S02 and S08 (Table 1), this
behavior is consistent with macroscopic inhomo-
geneity of S02 and S08.
3. Discussion

3.1. Introductory remarks

As mentioned above (Section 1) the broad set of
the electronic and magnetic phenomena in the
manganites is governed by the phase separation,
which is the intrinsic property of these materials.
Below, we discuss briefly some related features of
the phase separation effect important for inter-
pretation of the low-field magnetization data in
LBMO.

The key property established both theoretically
and experimentally, is the percolative picture of
the coexisting phases [7,10,13,14]. At this point it is
worth mentioning the interesting numerical inves-
tigations simulating the effect of the percolative
phases in the manganites by the random field Ising
model [30]. A percolative system near the transi-
tion (e.g. MIT) is quite sensitive to an external
influence, so that only a small agitation could push
it towards the transition (generation of the infinite
cluster), which drastically changes its properties
[6,31]. Such a behavior is in line with a vast
number of experimental investigations, including
the CMR effect itself (see [6] and references
therein).

Another important property of the phase
separation effect is the sensitivity of the coexisting
phase ratio (e.g. the metal/insulator or the PM/
FM fraction) to the temperature and the applied
magnetic field. Experimentally this was observed
in [8,9], whereas a similar conclusion was drawn by
modeling the resistivity plots parameterized by the
field in the semi-phenomenological approach
based on the Miller-Abrahams random resistivity
network [32]. Namely, the fraction of the FM
(metallic) phase has been found to increase as B is
increased or T is decreased approaching TC.
Generally, existence of a new temperature scale
in the manganites, T*, connected to the onset of
the phase separation upon cooling has been
proposed [6].

A property of the phase separation in the
manganites also worth mentioning is its strong
sensitivity to the lattice (or chemical) disorder,
which means that the random substitution of a
trivalent A element (e.g. La3+) for a divalent A0

element (e.g. Ca2+) suggests a random distribution
of the strength of both the FM and AF interac-
tions within some intervals, connected not only to
the difference of the ionic radii rA and rA0, but
also to the variance s2

¼ /rA
2 S�/rAS

2, where
/rAS ¼ (1�x)rA+xrA0 etc. [6,33]. It has been
shown that the strong disorder of this type induces
breaking of the large coexisting clusters into
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smaller ones, whereas even a small but nonzero
disorder can stimulate generation of a percolative
system with very large clusters [6,30]. In addition,
such disorder can act as a smoothing factor of the
first-order phase transition between strongly dif-
ferent phases for e.g. FM and AF ones, setting in
the percolative transition between them [15–17,30].
Experimentally, the micrometer size coexisting
clusters, not connected to the extrinsic effects but
related to disorder, have been observed in La5/

8�yPryCa3/8MnO3 [13].

3.2. Magnetic properties above TC

The enhanced value of peff found in the
Curie–Weiss region is attributable to generation
of small FM clusters in the PM background
already at T4T1; so that the scale T* defined in
[6] can be ascribed to temperatures well-above TC,
exceeding even the room temperature. This is in
line with the investigations of the Hall effect in
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 where the existence of a two-
phase state was found below 1:4TC [10], and with
recent investigations of the resistivity relaxation in
La0.8Ca0.2MnO3 yielding T� � 350K [34].

Until the FM clusters are sufficiently small the
spin system is expected to satisfy conditions of the
3D Heisenberg universality class, characterized by
the value of the critical exponent gH ¼ 1:39 [29,35],
which is close to g2 in Table 1. Similar values of
g ¼ 1:3921:43 in La1�xSrxCoO3 [36], g ¼ 1:39 �

0:05 in La0.95Mg0.05MnO3 [37] and g ¼ 1:45 in
La0.8Ca0.2MnO3 [38] have been reported earlier.

A transformation of an assembly of small
weakly correlated independent carriers of the
magnetic moments into the strongly correlated
percolative system of large FM clusters by
increasing the cluster radius r and the volume
fraction of the FM phase ZðrÞ with lowering the
temperature may change the critical behavior of
wðTÞ: This would set in when the correlation length
l � Rt�n [39], where R � 2ð4pn=3Þ-1=3 is the mean
distance between the FM particles, n is their
concentration and n � 1 is the critical exponent
of l; becomes much longer than the lattice
parameter, yielding the scaling behavior of wðTÞ

according to Eq. (4) with the critical exponent g ¼
gp: The values of gp ¼ 1:69 � 0:05 [40], 1.7070.11
[41] and 1.8070.05 [42] of a 3D percolation
system, evaluated numerically, are close to g1 in
Table 1.

As follows from the consideration above, at Tcr

the FM particles can be treated roughly as a
system of uncorrelated magnetic moments having
a predominant contribution to M(Tcr). Therefore,
we can express the magnetization approximately
as MðT crÞ � mnLðmB=kT crÞ; where m is the mo-
ment of the FM particle and LðxÞ is the Langevin
function, which for x51 gives wðT crÞ �

m2n=ð3kT crÞ: The volume fraction of the particles
satisfies the equation Z � mn=Ms; where Ms is the
saturation magnetization. From the above expres-
sions we obtain:

m � 3kT crwðT crÞ=MsZ (5)

and

n � Z2M2
s=½3kT crwðT crÞ: (6)

If rc is the critical value of r corresponding to the
percolation threshold, t can be given in the form
t ¼ rc=r � 1: Then, taking into account that the
volume fraction satisfies the equation

Z ¼ 1 � expð�4pnr3=3Þ (7)

and that Zc ¼ ZðrcÞ � 0:29 [39], we obtain

Z ¼ 1 � ð1 � ZcÞ
1=ð1þtÞ3 : (8)

With Eqs. (5)–(8) we estimate r � 223 nm; m �

ð122Þ 	 103 mB; n � ð5210Þ 	 1018 cm�3
, Z �

0:2020:25 and l=R0 � 1002200 (where R0 is the
average distance between the Mn ions), using the
values of wðT crÞ � ð326Þ 	 10�3 emu=gG observed
in the samples S02–S10. The results obtained for
different samples are similar and do not exhibit a
systematic dependence on x. The values of r

correspond to nanoscale FM particles, those of
l=R0 and Z are large enough for the onset of the
critical percolation behavior at Tcr, and m reaches
�90% of the value corresponding to a fully
saturated system of spins within the volume of a
particle having the radius r. The values of n given
above are similar to n ¼ 2:1 	 1019 cm�3 observed
in La1�xCaxMnO3 with x ¼ 0:05 and 0.08 by
neutron scattering experiments [43] and that of r �

223 nm is close to 5nm obtained in La0.8Ca0.2MnO3

by Mössbauer investigations at T just below TC [44].
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Hence, the magnetic behavior of LBMO above
TC is consistent with the picture of the phase
separation in the manganites discussed in Section
3.1, namely coexisting PM and FM phases with
growing volume fraction of the latter to form a
percolative magnetic system when T is decreased.

In ceramic La1�xCaxMnO3 the critical behavior
of wðTÞ in low fields has been found to satisfy Eq.
(4), but with different values of g within two
different intervals of x and c, correlating with a
transition from the SG to the CG phase below TC

[3]. Namely, it has been established that for
xo0:18 and co0:23 in different La1�xCaxMnO3

samples g lies between gH ¼ 1:39 [29,36] and the
mean-field value gmf ¼ 1; while for 0:18oxp0:4
(0:23ocp0:43) g � 1:621:8; i.e. near gp [40–42].

The non-universal critical behavior, character-
ized by the 3D Heisenberg value of g � 1:3721:38
and by the 2D percolation value of g � 2:4 was
observed by us recently in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 thin
films [45]. Existence of two 3D critical regimes of
the magnetic susceptibility in different temperature
intervals, corresponding to the Heisenberg and the
percolation spin systems, was established in
ceramic La0.7Ca0.3Mn1�yFeyO3 [46], yielding the
values of r, m and n close to those found in the
present work. However, in those materials the
sequence of the two critical regimes is inverted
with respect to that in LBMO, which exhibits the
percolation and the Heisenberg spin systems for
ToT cr and T4T cr; respectively. One of the
possible reasons to such a difference may be a
different structure of the Ca-doped (orthorhombic
Pnma) and the Ba-doped compounds. However,
another reason, connected to a concentration of
Mn4+

�2 times higher than in S02�S10, seems
more likely. Indeed, the enhanced Mn4+ concen-
tration may induce the onset of the phase
separation effect at higher temperatures. On the
other hand, the higher temperature would corre-
spond also to the onset of the charge ordering,
which may destroy percolation clusters and restore
the Heisenberg spin system with lowering T. In
addition, as mentioned in Section 3.2 an important
role in the phase separation plays the lattice
disorder, which is enhanced in the compounds
with higher doping level and may lead in
La0.7Ca0.3Mn1�yFeyO3 [46] and La0.7Ca0.3MnO3
[45] to percolative clusters within a reduced
temperature interval. It is difficult to make a final
conclusion at this point, based only on the present
data, without more detailed investigations of
LBMO with x40:2 in an interval extending well
above the room temperature.

3.3. Low-temperature features of the susceptibility

The magnetic irreversibility below TC (Section
2.3) indicates existence of a frustrated magnetic
ground state in LBMO. The percolative PM–FM
transition characterized by gp means generation of
the infinite FM cluster as T approaches TC from
above, which, however, may coexist with finite FM
clusters because the critical value of Zc � 0:29 does
not suggest that all the material should enter the
infinite cluster. This can explain coexistence of the
FM and glassy behavior at ToTC in the samples
S02–S10 in conditions of the violation of Eq. (3)
(Fig. 3) by existence of a mixed, FM and CG,
phase down to Tr. The feature of wZFCðTÞ at Tr

was observed also in La1�xCaxMnO3 and inter-
preted by the onset of the charge and/or orbital

ordering at xco ¼ 1
8

[47] or by transition to a re-

entrant glassy state [4]. It can be seen that despite
the values of x in S02�S10 differ from xco, the
values of c � 0:1520:17 in these samples (Fig. 2)
are rather close to xco and neither of the above
reasons can be excluded. Moreover, it is reason-
able to suppose that even a partial charge ordering
would destroy the infinite FM cluster by making
the distribution of the holes more homogeneous,
so that only the finite FM clusters could exist
below Tp. In this case, the two reasons mentioned
above would be complementary, thus explaining
both the onset of the frequency dependence of the
AC susceptibility at Tp [4] and the relatively small
fields in which this feature vanishes [47], which are
pertinent to the re-entrant glassy transition [26,27],
and the value of xc characterizing the charge and/
or orbitally ordered state in the manganites [6,47].
4. Conclusions

We have investigated low-field magnetic proper-
ties of ceramic LBMO with x ¼ 0:0220:25: All
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samples exhibit a PM�FM transition at TC

increasing with x. The dependence of TC on x

demonstrates that besides substitution of Ba2+ for
La3+, the hole doping of the material is realized
also by generation of cation vacancies, especially
for x between 0.02 and 0.10. The magnetic
irreversibility observed below TC reveals the
frustrated ground state of LBMO, consisting of
the mixed, FM and CG phases. Well above TC the
Curie–Weiss dependence of wðTÞ is observed with
values of peff exceeding that for a mixture of Mn3+

and Mn4+ ions at a given ratio. Upon lowering the
temperature non-uniform scaling behavior of wðTÞ;
which corresponds to transformation of a high-
temperature 3D Heisenberg spin system into a
low-temperature 3D percolation spin system is
observed. The temperature dependence of the
susceptibility observed in the PM phase gives
evidence for phase separation due to the genera-
tion of nanosize FM clusters and joining them into
percolation clusters of a critical size with decrease
in temperature. Characteristic parameters of the
FM particles are estimated at a crossover of the
two critical regimes, demonstrating a reasonable
agreement with the literature data for other
manganite perovskites.
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